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“I love to keep a living history of my life. I love to blog because it has been a life-changing experience, 
and it continues to influence my life in positive ways.” 
     - Stephanie Konu 
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Introduction 
 

 This book is intended as a guide of tips for how to run a successful blog. My blog started in 2012 
with the purpose of creating a living record of things that I created and designed so that I could one day 
show the world.  

In 2012 I underwent surgery to remove my left thyroid gland. When the gland was taken out, it 
was dissected and cancer was discovered. I remember the conversation vividly, as the surgeon told me 
the approximate size and dimension of the cancerous cells removed for me. It was about 1 centimeter 
by 1.2 centimeters large. They believed that surgery had taken care of everything and that I had a clean 
bill of health. However, I would need regular check-ins to make sure that the other gland, which still 
remained, was cancer-free.  

At the time, I was 23 years old. I worried about my life. I worried about whether I would ever get 
to do the things I wanted to, and to truly enjoy them. Soon after, while recovering from my surgery, my 
Dad purchased a very special Christmas gift for me. It was a brand-new HP laptop, (purchased at 
Costco), and as I turned on the laptop on Christmas day, the screen prompt asked me what I would like 
to name it. I typed the words “try something new’. To this day: I still have that laptop. It is where I'm 
writing this book. 

 Ever since my cancer diagnosis, “try something new” became my mantra. I wanted to try 
something new every day or as much as possible for the rest of my life. I didn't want to continue to 
waste my time with people and friends that didn't  have similar goals. I began to change my 
relationships, and eventually the way I saw the world. I knew that in order to live my life in an honest 
way, I had to do this. I had to change the way I had been living up until that moment. So when “try 
something new” was developed as my mantra, all of these ideas and things I had been holding myself 
back from began to bubble to the surface.  

One of these aspirations was starting a blog to chronicle my artistic endeavors. I named it the 
“Anieksteph” blog, which is essentially Stephanie K written inside out so that as you read it, it just goes 
over and over again.  

The “Anieksteph” blog gave birth to my company, LillyBoChic.  There was an Etsy shop, and 
many other artistic endeavors including my painting career; and other websites. An immense amount of 
personal development occurred in that time period, and if I could go back to that year, I would tell 
myself: You're doing a great job, don't give up!  

I'm telling you this because I want to explain to you how important having a Blog has been for 
my life. I am a very ambitious person, so as soon as I have one achievement, I'm on to the next pursuit. 
When I don't achieve what I have aimed for, I will use my skills to try something else. I rarely hold onto 
achievements long before I move on to my next goal. I believe this helps me to stay humble in my life. 

Having the “Anieksteph” blog to chronicle my projects and my achievements has helped me to 
stay focused on pursuing my passions. I hope that if you are looking to start your blogging journey, you 
are doing it for the same reason. There are massive intrinsic rewards gained from looking back at old 
posts and remembering where you were and what you were doing when you created something. When 
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you create content and specifically when you have a Blog there are many rewards, because it's a living 
record of your career, and of your life. 

 

First steps 
 

Introduce your readers to who you are, and what you're all about. I recommend writing a biography 
within your first 3 posts. It should explain things like your name, what you like to do, and what the 
content of the blog will be about. If you have not yet nailed down your niche, you still have time, but 
you should be narrowing down the focus to related concepts. If you are still deciding between 
environmentally sustainable crafts versus wedding photography, you will need to consider choosing one, 
or possibly creating multiple blogs for multiple niche topics.  

Something along the lines of: “I created this blog so that I could share all of my adventures in 
creating things with you.” It is a little dusty, but it gives readers a perfect idea of who you are, what 
you're doing, and why you're doing it. Your readers will want to know about you. They will be looking for 
commonalities. Just like any other celebrity, sports star, or notable figure. Loyalty results when people 
find commonalities with you. 

 

Targeting your audience 
 

When starting a blog you have to keep a few things in mind.  

Who is this blog for? 
Your audience can be fans of your niche. 
They can be people who like you. 
They can be people who had a search that just happened to match the keywords that you put in your 
headline and post tags. 
  
There are many possibilities. 

Your audience can be anyone you choose; but the important thing is that you have to intentionally set 
out to reach them. You must know their likes, dislikes, competencies etc. You have to know who they 
are.  

If you start a blog in 2019 without identifying clearly who your audience is, you may not be successful.  

Sometimes people start blogging and say hey: “I have many interests. Why can't I start a blog that is a 
mixed bag of things?”  

My answer would be that it’s not a great strategy because you may not get the result that you're 
hoping for. One of the reasons why you may not get the results you're hoping for is that the garden-
variety style of making mixed topic blogs does not attract a core audience who will subscribe to your 
blog.  If they aren’t connecting with your content, then you are left to rely on people who will only 
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follow you because they like YOU specifically. In order to cultivate that type of loyalty must have a very 
likeable persona that draws your audience to you. Otherwise, your subscriber or follower list will be 
sparse. 

What you have to do is focus on a topic. That topic is your niche. Once you have that outlined, 
branch off from there. Get more specific.  

If you want to have multiple topics that are unrelated; then you may have to consider creating 
different blogs. Or, you may need to focus on one main Blog and hold those other topics for a later time.  

Looking at the most successful bloggers and YouTubers, only the top trending and most popular 
content creators can support Blogs that have various topics that seem unrelated; however, this is not 
the norm. The platform allows for this mainly because the visual aspect is engaging, and so even if the 
content is varied, the star of the channel is usually always the same person. Keep in mind, that even 
celebrity bloggers like Gwyneth Paltrow have successful Blogs where all topics mostly focus on health 
wellness and beauty. That is no coincidence.  

Once you've identified your niche, design an outline explaining and identifying your major sub 
topics. In this section you may also identify what areas you want to stay away from. Let's use the 
example of an art blog. Are you going to focus on art that you personally created; art that other people 
have created; art that people in a specific area create, etc. The list can really go on.  

Identifying an outline or creating an outline for yourself gives your blog a sense of purpose and a 
place to go. The outline is important because it allows you to figure out: where am I going to go with 
this? How far can I take a topic? And once you have that outline saved somewhere in a Word document 
you can further use it to track your progress. 

Remember, you can talk about multiple topics; but you risk losing your core fan base. Case in point, you 
have Susie Homemaker who loves to follow a Blog that's about scrapbooking. If she visits your blog for 
years due to her interest in scrapbooking, and then slowly over time the scrapbooking becomes less and 
less then you're going to see that Suzy Homemaker will stop visiting your site over time. My advice here 
is to start multiple blogs.  

 

The 10 post strategy 
 

Before you create your blog, write ten posts. One of the roadblocks to creating is that we all get 
stuck inside our own heads. We get hung up on the style of something and place the substance on the 
back burner. My recommendation is to create 10 posts. See if you can write 10 posts before you even 
set up the blog. This way, even if you do not get to design and style your blog to look sleek and chic, 
those 10 posts are sitting in your folder and waiting to be published. Now assuming that you follow 
through and you set up the blog, you have your first 10 posts in queue to be published.  

Ensuring that you have content ready is important for a Blog. It reduces anxiety and negative or 
worrisome thoughts about “how your blog is doing”, when you have prepared posts in advance that 
meet your targeted deadlines. If you plan to deliver a post to your audience once per week, stick to that 
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by preparing 10 weeks in advance. The same if you plan a monthly post etc. This is another reason why I 
like to use the 10 post strategy.  

 

Things to remember about social media 
 

Of course it's important to be mindful of your social media influence! If you are a person who 
posts publicly on Twitter and Instagram, you must constantly consider the potential impact. You must 
consider whether or not your target audience would lose respect for your brand if you present yourself 
negatively on social media. Potential followers may read something posted in a passionate moment 
from several years in the past, which could result in controversy for your brand. We are living in a social 
media age. It is important to remember that when you publicly post opinions, not everyone will agree 
with you. When it comes to your brand, your hard work could suffer as a result. If you're not sure as to 
whether posting something might offend people or hurt your brand then don't post it. It's better to 
speak privately with friends and family in those situations. 

Be cautious about what you say on social media. Be mindful about the tone in which you're 
writing things and always remain aware of the fact that anyone at any time can revisit things that have 
been posted on social media. In 2019, people are becoming more savvy in social media etiquette; thanks 
in part to the Donald Trumps and Kanye Wests of the world. Someone who is an example of a successful 
brand would be Michael Jordan. Michael Jordan has a successful brand because he is known as a 
basketball Superstar. He is a very wealthy man and he has an all-time selling shoe named after him. If 
Michael Jordan were to say something careless enough on social media, he could destroy his own brand, 
however. 

 
My experience with taking advice 
 

It took me a long time to figure this out. I'm the type of person who doesn’t like to take too much advice 
when I'm starting something. One of the reasons why I am this way is because I had Interesting 
experiences in my life with people who were close to me. When I would share my ideas and “bounce it 
off” them, the response was usually negative. Negativity to the extent of trying to steer you away from 
trying anything to better yourself. 

 I had a friend who was an ace in photography and one time I suggested: “Hey, let's make a little 
extra money. Let's start a business. All we have to do is find some people to hire us for their wedding 
and we'll start a business taking pictures and we can make some extra cash. I have a car that can drive 
us to all events, carry all the equipment, and I will help with the business side.” All she had to do was 
take pictures and photo edit. It was not a bad suggestion for a partnership for a summer, or so I thought. 

 That person was not interested. It was not that they weren't interested in making money, but 
they weren't interested in sacrificing their party weekends to start a business that could possibly net 
new opportunities. They weren't interested in putting in hard work. Now I can’t say for sure whether 
there was a secret reason why this person was not interested, and it happened ages ago so who really 
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needs to know. This was my experience in this situation, and similarly in other situations with old 
relationships.  

I have moved away from business ventures and ideas that involve the help of an extra person. I tend to 
lean toward figuring things out on my own, and trying my hand at the whole operation in a “full stack” 
manner before letting anyone else in. This is because of my past experiences of being met with a level of 
negative energy that you just can't overcome. 

This is why I never sought out advice for my endeavors because I felt that I had a great idea and I just 
didn't want to risk anyone taking away the good feeling I had. Sometimes when you make the mistake of 
telling a negative person your idea, their silence or deft of emotion can deflate your sails.  

Some people don't want you to succeed, but that's not me, and that is why you are reading this book.  

You are reading this book because you want to learn tips and tricks as to how to start a successful blog 
that has lasting power and can grow over time.  

 

Timing and frequency of a great blog 
 

What makes a great blog? Posts that are consistent and regular. You must post regularly. If you take on 
too much in the beginning and say: “I'm going to put a new post up every day,” I can almost guarantee 
that you won't be successful.  

Posting every day is a lot of work. Posting every week is a lot of work. Posting every month, 
however probably is not enough work. If you are really passionate about starting a Blog you must be 
able to dedicate a predetermined amount of time to the project at regular intervals that fall somewhere 
in the middle of a manageable frequency. My advice is not to do anything more frequent than once per 
week. Once per week ensures that you can have enough time to produce good quality content at a pace 
that allows you to stay current and reduces the risk that your audience could lose interest. 

One strategy to implement is: to mention your target for how often you want to deliver content 
to your audience at the beginning of your blog.  Make it part of your first 10 posts. When you reach a 
point where you have regular subscribers, and loyal fans, they could actually end up planning their time 
around your content, and be looking forward to it. Just like having a favorite television show; fans of 
your work will tune in when you have content.  

Make your content dependable. Make it something that your audience can depend on seeing 
regularly. Use the first ten post strategy. When you anchor your concepts in the first 10 posts, a map is 
created for what you want to achieve. It also provides you with a head start or lag time in which posts 
are queued and scheduled. Be proactive, and do not wait until the lag time of 10 posts runs out before 
you write more content.  

Once that first post drops, then you can immediately start writing more content and there won't 
be as much pressure on meeting a deadline. You will also have time to edit and ask for peer review if 
you like. Giving yourself a head start with those first 10 can really help you cement the likelihood of 
having a successful Blog.  
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I can't speak enough about how important it is to schedule posts in advance. Using WordPress 
as a platform works very well because the tools that they provide help you to schedule posts in advance. 
It allows you to create content at your own pace, which in turn allows you to do good work. If you're 
really serious about starting your Blog, you will definitely use that tool.  

 

Trends 
 

A successful blog gains attention by looking at trends within your niche. For instance: If you are 
blogging about Air Jordan sneakers and the various styles that are out there; you should be looking at 
and reading about which new designs are coming out soon, or the prices on the resale market. Catching 
the wave as they say. 

 Catching the wave allows you to get more exposure. Someone who was searching for 
information in your niche may stumble upon your Blog. That could be all it takes to have a new 
subscriber or a new follower/ fan. Someone who loves your work. Someone else who is interested in 
reading what you are talking about. That is what you want to capture when you are blogging.   

 

Alt Text 
 

Alt text was a background noise when I first started blogging. That changed once I took a crash course 
on S.E.O (search engine optimization).  Alt text for images is a typed description of the picture that 
essentially tells the computer or the web what the picture contains. As a sighted person, you can visually 
look at a picture and see what it contains. Conversely, it is difficult for a person with visual impairments 
or for a computer to know what the picture shows. 

A person with visual impairments or a computer is able to know what is contained in the image 
based on the words typed into the alt text field. Imagine that I have posted a picture in my blog of a 
purple umbrella sitting in a park with happy children playing around. Imagine that it clearly relates to 
the topics discussed in my blog. Without alt text the computer is not going to understand how the 
picture relates to the topic. The topic of your blog could be about umbrellas and children at parks and 
the colour purple, but unless the alt text in the photo also describes a photo of a purple umbrella, the 
picture won't rank high in search results or as being related to the text.  

When alt text, captions, and titles are used with images it becomes very likely that you will show 
up higher in search results. Don't get me wrong any time you post anything online, it does show up on 
Google; although it could be on the hundredth page. What you're looking to do is have your posts show 
up higher in the search engine ranking. You want to be first or second. Being ranked closest to the top is 
integral to getting people to see your blog and to follow you.  

One of my most visited posts was about how to turn your boyfriend's dress shirt into a blouse. I 
can honestly say that every month or week, I get site visits to that specific post because it matches what 
people are searching for. If you are putting a blog post online and it's something you worked really hard 
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on, give it that extra 10% of effort and post a photo that is relatable. I wouldn't advise you to make a 
blog post without any photos. Make sure you are filling in your alt text, titles and captions on images.  

People can sense when you have worked hard on something. They can see the effort you've put 
in. It is just like when you buy something: you see the quality of workmanship. That is what people are 
looking for in your work when you create something. Photos help to sell your work. When somebody 
opens up a blog and they have a bright attractive photo that relates to the content, they are more likely 
to be pleased with the content in general.  

Developing your writing skills 
 

To repeat what I said earlier (because I cannot repeat it enough) in order to have a successful 
blog, you have to be passionate about your niche topic, and you also have to have a pretty strong 
interest in writing (and developing yourself as a writer). There are plenty of people out there who have 
technical skills who can create amazing things but fail horribly at teaching, instructing, and writing down 
the steps for others.  

This is why YouTube videos are a great avenue for people who want to do something like 
blogging but lack the writing skills to communicate clearly and effectively. A lot of people who use 
YouTube are excellent at making things but their storytelling ability is lacking in the written form. So, 
they put a video camera in a nice spot with a good view, and record themselves doing what they love. 
This works perfectly for a lot of people.  

Developing yourself as a writer takes some forethought. You have to be willing to put time aside 
with your computer (or your pencil and paper) and actually just do it. A lot of people think that 
inspiration will strike you one afternoon and you will race to your computer and type out a book. That 
never happens. I mean, I'm sure it has happened once in history but it is rare. What usually happens is 
that time must be set aside for practicing.  

Yes I used the word practice for writing. You practice it, and then you edit it, and it becomes 
something usable. Block of one hour to sit down and start writing. Write about your day, write about 
your hair color, write about things that make you feel something, anything. Then, as you write, the text 
will take on its own form. The exercise of writing will take you where you want to go.  

Set that time aside to write freely without a topic. If you are somewhat trained (say you started 
writing and high school), you will probably benefit more from sticking to a specific topic to keep your 
mind focused. If you are more advanced, you will already be trained to prompt yourself on writing. If 
you are new to the practice, write in a free range manner on any topic once per day for 20 minutes. 
Write a paragraph, then write a page, then write two pages. Fill your quotas as much you want to write 
and keep the topic limitless. You will likely find yourself with a list of ideas without realizing. A list of 
ideas can easily form when writing freely. Each paragraph or page can consist of different topics 
surrounding your niche topic.   

When I write short stories, I often have the same general setup. It is essentially the same 
concept just reworked in different ways. For example, my second book consisted of short stories. Each 
one was roughly 20,000 words. I had seven really good stories that I wrote to completion. Three of them 
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were my best, so I put them together and I made an anthology book that was about 80 pages. They 
were short stories, definitely not novels. However, they were very rich in the content that the reader 
would be looking for in that niche. In that situation, I produced an e-book on my laser focused idea.  

Blogging is a great way to inform others of your living history. When you have a new experience, 
you can write scientifically, you can research ways to improve, you can create your own advice or 
propose a solution, and in the end you can close it off by explaining how that worked for you in your life.  

Another way to get writing done is to set it on your calendar as a reminder (whether you use 
your phone or paper) setting a calendar reminder for time to write prompts can be beneficial. Even if 
you are one of those people that ignores notifications on your phone, or if you are a procrastinator, turn 
on the reminder. It may not mean that you will drop everything at that moment when the reminder 
comes on, but it will at least set the idea in the front of your mind as something that you need to do.  

 

Performance anxiety and fear 
If you are having anxiety about writing, it is coming from a place within you. You might be concerned 
that the words that come out of your mind will be foolish, or that your ideas are not good enough. Or 
even that someone may make negative comments about your work.  

 

You can't control any of those things.  

 

You may have some control over the words coming out of your mind and on to the page; making sure 
that there is grammar and proper syntax; but whether or not the words make sense to someone else is 
not controllable. Imagine you are writing a technical guide on quantum mechanics, and the reader is not 
skilled in quantum mechanics. Would the reader in that situation understand anything you have 
written?  

The words may make sense coming from your mind onto the page, with proper grammar and syntax, 
but it does not ensure that anyone will understand what you have written. So truly you cannot be 
worried about that possibility. All that you can really do is write it out. Use the voice from inside you as 
your guide.  

Anxieties and fears are real roadblocks to creating your amazing blog, just as they are roadblocks to 
being successful in life generally. If you are experiencing excessive levels of anxiety and fear; so much 
that it is stopping you from doing the things you want to do in life: then it is very advisable for you to 
speak with someone. Or read books on how to overcome it.  

Consider anxiety and fear as a dragon blocking a cave of treasure. The treasure is your success. 
The dragon is the impediment. You need to find a way to slay the dragon. 
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Accessibility and style of your site page 
 It is important to organize your blog by keeping headings, using italics, and point form, etc. The 

style of your writing is something you must also consider. When people read text on computers often 
times, it is small or the font makes the text illegible. Although many people know how to change the 
format of text on their browsers, it may not be an option if your blog is on a mobile device for instance.  

That being said, there is an importance in considering the style of your writing. If you have a lot 
of information and heavy technical terms in your writing, then it is important to use bullet points. This is 
so that the information is visually broken up; allowing people to go back and forth between information 
points. Using headings and subtitles is an important way to make your ideas “pop out”. Be sure that 
your titles describe or are related to, the content of what you're writing. Remember your use of 
keywords, and apply them to choosing a title that will help your content appear higher in search result 
rankings. 

Regarding photos, I like to use formats where my photos are able to stand out separately from 
text. It depends on your style of writing, and the visual theme of your Blog, but for the sake of 
accessibility you must always be aware of the ease of readability of your content.  

In the past, I have noticed that there can be big differences in the readability of content 
depending on what device it is viewed on. Sometimes the way your site page looks on your desktop 
computer is great, but when you look at it on the tablet or on a mobile smartphone, it doesn't turn out 
right. Using WordPress, you can view how your blog site will look in different formats; however, in my 
experience, that tool does not always work, since I have caught errors in my posts regardless of checking 
ahead of time. 

 Using an easy and readable font is also important as your basic format. It is important to use 
fonts that are “sans serif”. This means that there are no serifs on the letters, which are those little lines 
that seem to act as titles on each letter. So when looking at certain fonts, you can see little extra 
markings on each letter. For people who are visually disabled, serifs often give a “bleeding” effect on 
fonts when they appear on screens and on printed pages. A person with visual disabilities could be 
looking at your text and trying to read it, but find difficulties when they see the letters bleed into each 
other. This makes for a jumbled mess and a difficult reading experience. Even if it's just slightly readable, 
a potential subscriber can be lost because they cannot read your content clearly.  

Accessibility can control whether or not readers of your Blog can fully immerse in and enjoy its 
content. It is important to provide an accessible environment to people for all to enjoy your work. When 
it comes to making content accessible, you have a lot of control. This control can definitely help to grow 
your fan base. 

Another important accessibility characteristic is ensuring that the colour choices of your 
background create a relaxing experience for readers. A great Blog needs to have neutral colours. You 
can never go wrong with black lettering against a white background. I would avoid using fully saturated 
colours like pink, purple, indigo, etc. Those choices tend to make websites unreadable, and people will 
not find it easy to read. Ensure that font colours and your background colours use neutral tones. Gray, 
muted violet, or even chartreuse in unsaturated tones are great examples to pair with black font. All of 
your characters should be black, because it maximizes readability of your content.  
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Consider someone who might visit your blog while they are in public or at a library. They type in 
your URL and see a bright pink background with orange letters. Anyone walking by is going to look at 
that and think: “what kind of website is that?” due to its attention grabbing colour scheme. Realistically, 
that kind of attention will not help you reach your target audience. It is preferable to create a blog site 
for readers that will allow them to look at the screen and have their eyes comforted by what they see. In 
this situation it is more likely that they will stay on your Blog site for a longer time because their eyes 
will have more relaxation from reading.  

Another aspect of accessibility is to avoid allowing media to play without the user consenting. 
Back in the day, a website known as “Myspace” killed that fad. To use the millennial hyperbole: about a 
million years ago a website called Myspace had many musical artists who would use it as a platform to 
get people to listen to their music. The uncomfortable thing, was that as soon as a person would enter 
the artist’s Myspace page, their music would play at whatever level you left the volume at on your 
computer. This auditory invasion was especially frustrating for anyone who happened to be sleeping 
nearby. It is very jarring to be in a quiet space and find yourself racing to mute the sound on your 
computer due to very loud music that is blaring at you. 

Keep in mind that when a situation like this occurs, the person visiting that blog site is 
immediately put at odds with the blog. The user is likely to feel like the need to close the browser right 
away. Ultimately, that person is also very unlikely to visit your blog again. So just in case you were 
thinking about revamping the old Myspace style, do not include media on your blog that plays without 
the user accepting.  

Further to this, I would avoid putting any media in between posts other than images. If your 
Blog is about music, videos, or entertainment then I would ask: “why aren't you on YouTube?” You may 
lessen the likelihood of anyone enjoying your Blog if text is in mixed with videos from YouTube, or music 
from Sound Cloud etc. It is very likely that a lot of people will ignore the text altogether and go straight 
for the media. If that is your goal, then either limit what you are writing or find another venue for your 
creative skills. If you want a Blog that is accessible, I advise you to keep media (other than images) 
separate from the text. It would be preferable to have a separate page where you can include all of your 
media links. 

 

Other considerations and final comments 
 

Once you have everything in order it is important to take a step back. Think about how long you 
want to do this. Will it be for a year, 10 years, for the rest of your life? Is it a short-term project to get 
you accustomed to using WordPress? It can be easy to come up with a concept, write about it, and 
forget it. You don't necessarily have to be invested in something for the rest of your life. But if you are 
passionate about the topic and about blogging, you should have a conversation with yourself to fully 
appreciate how long you want to continue for.  

Many people start blogs, and when they are a few months into the practice of writing, they 
realize that they do not want to do it anymore. They may say: “I'm sick of this topic and I want to start 
something else.” My advice would simply be to alert your followers of a hiatus and take some time off. 
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When you return from your hiatus, you can alert your followers of your decision to conclude your blog. I 
would recommend writing a final post that explains some deep insight into your experiences. Who you 
were when the process began versus who you have become. Explain why you are quitting as well. 
Explain what activities you are moving on to, and tell your fans where they can find you next. 

 There are plenty of examples of content creators who just decided to do something else and 
you can see them in their new roles now. You can also see that they are happy. You can see that they 
are productive. They are the same person as before, but with new experiences on the way- just like you 
will be.  

An example that comes to my mind is a YouTuber (Mike Chen) who made videos about strange 
coincidences and unusual things found on Earth. One day those videos stopped and then he started 
traveling. I guess his original videos became so successful that he was able to focus on new topics. 
Perhaps he felt that all of the topics he covered were enough, and wanted to try something new.  

Regardless of the reasons behind the change, he seems to be just as passionate about his new 
channel which involves traveling around Asia and eating interesting foods. Sometimes it is street food, 
sometimes it is food in a supermarket or from a restaurant. He eats in front of the camera and explains 
the flavors and textures and it is quite entertaining to watch because he does a great job at storytelling. 
Using the expertise learned from producing his other channel, the photography for the new channel is 
great: the cameras are high resolution and it is an enjoyable show to watch.  

He tried something new. You can too. With your Blog, you can take it anywhere you want so 
long as you remember your target audience and the niche topic your set your sights on initially. When 
your niche interest changes, let your audience know. Close it off and provide a conclusion to that area of 
expertise or that chapter in your life. When you are ready, point your readers to the new topic that has 
ignited your passion so that they can follow you. 

In conclusion, I hope that you have been able to gather useful information from this book. I 
would love to hear your feedback and reviews. Thank you for stopping by and reading my eBook and I 
hope you have enjoyed it. 

 

 

All the best to you in your life’s endeavors.  

 

Stephanie Konu 
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I am a professional artist, textile designer, and 
blogger. I live in Canada with my husband and 
daughter. I have a passion for meeting people 
and creating new things. Share my adventures 
by following my blog at www.anieksteph.com  

Stephanie Konu. Writer, content creator, designer. 
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